
Leg Exercise Machines

An absolute must-have item for any home gym or commercial free weights gym. 
The GymRatZ Commercial calf raise Block

Price: £125.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/calf-raise-block

The Gym Gear Evolution offers the latest resistance features coupled with a user 
friendly and extra safe functional system. Oversized weight shrouds cover the 
weight stacks ensuring extra safety for the user. The 3 stations ensure that all the 
major muscle groups are covered.

RRP: £6,590.00

Our Price: £4,495.00
You Save: £2,095.00 - 32 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impulse-3-multi-gym

Image Unavailable Pro Strength multi-gym. Based around a commercial smith machine and a dual 
weight stack D.A.P. (Dual Adjustable Pulley) it has everything a home gym or 
personal training studio could wish for. Add to the fact that the space occupied is 
no bigger than that of a regular power cage

RRP from: £5,190.00

Our Price from£3,594.00
You Save: £1,596.00 - 31 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-strength-all-in-one-machine

This is one beauty of a beast. The vertical leg press is a cracking exercise, not 
just for regular leg pressing but great for inverted calf "donkey" raises. With the 
highest grade and super-smooth Thompson Linear Bearings our Vertical Leg 
press just gets smoother and smoother as the years go by....

Price from£2,445.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/vertical-leg-press

New addition to our Animal range is this UPDATED vertical leg press. Based on 
our original traditional vertical leg-press this ANIMAL version features adjustable 
foot-plate, back pad and shoulder pads to enable the user to set the machine up 
precisely to meet their requirements...

Price: £3,695.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/animal-vertical-leg-press
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New range for 2020 he versatile light commercial multigym The Rhino G4 . Based 
around smith machine it has everything a home gym or personal training studio 
could wish for. Add to the fact that the space occupied by the Rhino and other 
popular Smith MultiGyms is no bigger than that of a rack

Price from£5,190.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/rhino-g4-strength-machine
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